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Abstract:

Our understanding of the planet suffers from a profound observation bias – measurement points are sparse and clustered on continents. Distributed fiber-optic acoustic sensing (DAS) is an emerging photonic tool that transforms telecommunications cables into massive, dense ground motion arrays with 1 sensor per meter over kilometers of fiber length. This represents a new opportunity to study earth systems with continuous, long-range, regularly-sampled seismic wavefield records in large volumes (~ 1 TB / day). To-date, most DAS applications have studied processes with signal frequencies above f=10 Hz (e.g., active-source reservoir imaging, near surface V_s30 dispersion profiling, regional to local earthquake detection and location). Here we ask: How broadband is DAS? We explore this question using ambient noise and earthquake wavefields in three different field experiments in Alaska and California. We find that DAS is at least as broadband as a traditional broadband sensor over the range f = 0.005 – 0.5 Hz. We demonstrate that existing telecommunications fiber-
optic networks can be used as broadband arrays to interrogate a range of earth science processes, specifically in cryosphere and marine environments, where large-scale geophysical studies are logistically challenging.
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